For any given communication channel, it is desirable to recover all the initial timing information during acquisition and/or any phase and frequency changes during tracking as fast as possible. In this paper, we propose the oversampled per-survivor processing (PSP) timing recovery (TR) archtecture to achieve fast convergence rate in the applications of magnetic recording channels. Its performance is compared with the symbol-rate PSP-based TR, the oversampled conventional TR (OCTR), and also with the symbolrate conventional T R (CTR) architecture used in today's magnetic recording read-channel chip architectures. Results indicate that the oversampled PSP (OPSP) TR yields the best bit-error rate (BER) performance among other T R architectures when fast convergence is required.
INTRODUCTION
Timing recovery is a crucial component in a communication system. It is employed to adjust the sampling phase offset used to sample the received signal so that the sampler output will be synchronized with the transmitted symbol.
Practically, it is desirable to achieve synchronization as fast as possible. This means that all the initial phase and frequency offsets in the system during acquisition, and any phase and frequency changes during tracking should be recovered very fast (i.e., with less number of samples).
In this paper, we focus on magnetic recording channels and show that the CTR docs not perform well if we want to recover all the sampling phase and frequency information very fast, say within 100 samples. This forms a motivation for us to look for other T R architectures. In 111, we have analyzed the OCTR operating at T. = T/2 (where T, is a sampling period and T is a hit period) in magnetic recording channel architectures, and have illustrated that the OCTR provides better performance than the CTR. In this^ paper, we first briefly explain the TR architecture called the "PSP-VA," which is a PSP-based (21 T R implemented based on a Viterbi algorithm (VA) (31. Then, we combine the oversampled timing recovery method with the PSP-VA to obtain the oversampled PSP-VA (OPSP-VA) T R architecture, which has the advantages of both the PSP-VA and the oversampled T R architectures, and propose it for fast convergence of synchronization. Fig. 1 shows a system model for magnetic recording chaunels. A binary input sequence a b E {+l} with bit p e
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Seagate Technology Pittsburgh, PA 15222, USA riod T is filtered by an ideal differentiator 1 -D to form a transition sequence bk E {-2,0,2), where 5 i = *2 corresponds to a positive or a negative transition and bk = 0 corresponds to the absence of a transition. The transition response, g ( t ) , for longitudinal recording is taken as g ( t )
= 1/(1 + (Zt/PWso)') where PWso determines the widt,h of g ( t ) at half of its peak value, whereas that for perpendicular recording is g ( t ) = ed(2t&?/PWso) where erf(.) is an error function and PWso indicates the width of the derivative of g ( t ) at half its maximum. In the context of magnetic recording, a normalized recording density is defined as ND = PW5o/T, which determines how many data bits can be packed within the resolution unit PWso. The media jitter noise, A t k , is modeled as a random shift in the "transition position" with a Gaussian probability distrihution function with zero mean and variance ( 5 k / 2 ( . 0: (i.e., The readback signal, p ( t ) , can then be expressed as
where n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power spectral density No/2. The readback signal p ( t ) is filtered by a seventh-order Butterworth low-pass filter whose cutoff frequency is at N / ( 2 T ) and then sampled at t , = mT,+%, where T, = T I N , N E {1,2) is an oversampling ratio, and i1i is the sampling phase offset at time t (k = Lm/NJ where 1-1 takes on the smallest integer value).
The TIN-spaced received sequence, T,~, is equalized by a TIN-spaced equalizer, F ( D ) , ( N = 1 corresponds to a Tspaced equalizer (TSE), whereas N = 2 corresponds to a fractionally-spaced equalizer (FSE)) and then downsampled to obtain a T-spaced sequence, y k , (i.e., 
The sampling phase offset is updated by a second-order phase-locked loop (PLL) according to
e, = S k -, + S & (4)
?k+l
where Ok represents the frequency error, and a and 4 are PLL gain parameters. The PLL gain parameters determine the loop bandwidth and the convergence rate. The smaller the values of a and S, the smaller the loop bandwidth, the less the noise allowed to perturb the system, and thus the slower the convergence rate. Accordingly, one needs to
Lrade-off between the loop bandwidth and Lhe convergence rate when designing a and 0. Eventually, the VD performs Viterbi detection. Note that the entire block within the dashed box in Fig. 1 represents the PSP-based TR.
PSP-BASED TIMING RECOVERY
Per-survivor processing (PSP) [2] is a technique for jointly estimating a data sequence and an unknown parameter, e.g., a sampling phase offset. It needs to operate on the trellis structure so that it can exploit the information associated with each state transition (or branch) in the trellis to estimate another unknown parameter. With the PSP technique, we arrive at the (symbol-tate) PSP-VA, which is the PSP-based T R architecture implemented based on a VA. 
i=-K
Note that y k + a will correspond to a*. The branch metric associated with ( p , q ) at time k is defined as A transition leading to a minimum path metric will be considered as a survivor path up to state (4) time k + 1.
The key idea of the PSP-VA is to sample the received signal using different sampling phase offsets associated with each branch. Additionally, each state in the trellis has its own'PLL to update the sampling phase offset, whereas each branch contains one analog-to-digital converter and one equalizer. The PSP-VA algorithm is similar t o the VA, except an additional timing update operation. Note that associated with each survivor path there are a path metric, a channel output, an observation, a frequency error, and a sampling phase offset. To achieve fast convergence rate, we take advantages of the PSP-VA and the oversampled T R studied in 1 1 1 to realize the OPSP-VA.
The Oversampled PSP-VA
The OPSP-VA performs in the same way as the PSP-VA does, except that the received signal ~( t )
is sampled at T, = T / 2 and an F S E is used. Note that an amount of h'/2 will represent the delay in bit period. For simplicity, we assume that K is divisible by 2. Let L be the length of a k , i.e., a = [aO,al,. . . , a~-~] .
Then, the OPSP-VA algorithm can be summarized as follows:
The OPSP-VA olgoethm: 
SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider ND = 2.5 for both longitudinal and perpendicular recording channels with cy/T = 3% media jitter noise, uW/T = 0.5% clock jitter noise, and 0.4% frequency offset. The SNR is defined as SNR = 10 loglo(V:/ga) in dB, where V, is the peak amplitude of the isolated transition (assumed to be I) and o2 = No/(ZT,) is the input AWGN power. The 5-tap GPR target and a 21-tap equalizer were designed at the SNR required to achieve BER = We use a linearized model of PLL [7] to design a and 0 assuming that there is no noise in the system and the S-curve slope [7] is equal to one at the origin. The PLL gain parameters were designed to recover phase and frequency changes in C bit periods (the smaller the 6 , the faster the convergence rate).
Note that the PLL gain parameters highly depend on the chosen target, a total delay (denoted as D) in the timing loop, a given C. and a TED algorithm. For a given D, a is designed to recover phase change in C bit periods with f5% tolerance. Upon having D and a, P is then designed t o recover 0.4% frequency offset within C bit periods. The same PLL gain parameters are used during acquisition and tracking modes. The proposed TR architecture (i.e., the OPSP-VA) will be compared with the PSP-VA, the CTR, and the OCTR. Note that each T R scheme experiences different loop delays. It is easy to show that the total loop delays of CTR, OCTR, PSP-VA and OPSP-VA are 14T, ST, 10T and 5T, respectively (as TSE, FSE and the symbol detector introduce delays of IOT, 5T and 4T, respectively). Finally, each BER point was computed using as many data packets as needed to collect at least 1000 error bits. One data packet consists of C-bit preamble (4T pattern) and a 4096-bit input data sequence.
Longitudinal Recording
The 5-tap GPR target for the symbol-rate system is N ( D ) Table I . Fig. 3 shows BER performance of different T R schemes using n and fl designed for C = 256. The curve labeled "Perfect timing" means that the receiver nses i k = r k to sample the received signal. With perfect synchronization, the oversampled sys- tem itself offers a large performance gain over the symholrate system. This suggests that the oversampled system should be employed in a longitudinal recording channel.
U-15
As depicted in Fig. 3 , for a given T R architecture (PSPbased or conventional), the oversampled system outperForms the symbol-rate system for all cases. However, for a given system (oversampled or symbol-rate), the PSP-based TR is just slightly better than the conventional one, This is because they operate at "the optimal point", where a and fl were designed to minimize the steady-state error in the timing loop (based on a linearized model), regardless of the convergence rate. The a and 0 designed for C = 256 can be given as an example. Nevertheless, the performance gain gets large when employing a and 0 designed for a small C (i.e., when operating in a system that requires a fast convergence rate) as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Clearly, the OPSP-VA yields the best performance among other T R schemes For all cases. This also implies that the OPSP-VA can achieve a faster convergence rate than any other T R scheme.
Perpendicular Recording
The 5-tap GPR target for the symbol-rate system is If(D) = I + 1.4290 + 1.097D2 + 0.465D3 + 0.099D4, whereas that for the oversampled system is H ( D ) = 1 + 1.4210 + 1.0760' + 0.4S1D3 + 0.097D4. The PLL gain parameters for different TR schemes arc shown in Table 11 . Unlike longitudinal recording, we observed that there is no significant performance gain between the oversampled system and the symbol-rate system in perpendicular recording when operating a system with a and designed for C = 256. However, a relatively large gain can be obtained between the oversampled system and the symbol-rate system, and between the PSP-based T R architecture and the conventional TR archtecture when employing a and fi designed for C = 100 and C = 50, as depicted in Fig. 5 . Again, the OPSP-VA performs better than other TR schemes for all cases.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new T R architecture called the OPSP-VA to achieve a fast convergence rate, We have shown that the OPSP-VA performs better than other TR schemes, especially when operating in a system that requires a fast convergence rate.
As the complexity of the oversampled T R architecture [l] and the PSP-based [ZI T R architecture is high, all advantages gained by the OPSP-VA need to be balanced against the increased implementation cost.
